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⚖MuellerSpeaks⚖ 
 
Russia launched attack on our political system 
 
Moscow attacked the 2016 election to help Trump, &
Trump assisted Putin’s assault by claiming at the time (&
afterward) that RU didn’t.  
 
Trump did side with a foreign adversary that attacked
American democracy
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⚖MuellerSpeaks⚖ 

 

Putin “launched a concerted attack on our political system,” & “used sophisticated

cyber tech to hack into HRC campaign computers/networks 

 

The RU stole private info & then released that info through fake online identities &

through the organization WikiLeaks.

⚖MuellerSpeaks3⚖ 

 

The releases were designed/timed to interfere w/ our elex & to damage a presidential

candidate & boost Trump. 

 

“A private RU entity engaged in a SocMed op where RUs posed as Americans to

influence an elex.”  

 

Trump enthusiastically welcomed the Kremlin’s help
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⚖MuellerSpeaks4⚖ 

 

Mueller: if we had confidence the president clearly did not commit a crime, we would

have said so.  

 

Mueller made clear that he would have exonerated the president on obstruction IF he

believed the evidence warranted such a finding.

⚖MuellerSpeaks5⚖ 

 

Yet Barr came to the opposite conclusion & issued a statement that the evidence was

insufficient to establish that the president committed O of J,”  

 

The work “speaks for itself,” & M said he would not provide Congress any info beyond

what is in the report.
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⚖MuellerSpeaks6⚖ 

 

Nadler: "Given that SC Mueller was unable to pursue criminal charges against

Trump, it falls to Congress to respond to the crimes, lies & other wrongdoing of

Trump & we will do so." 

 

M signals it is time to open an inquiry re possible high crimes/misdemeanors

⚖MuellerSpeaks7⚖ 

 

Pelosi: "Nothing is off the table, but we do want to make such a compelling case, such

an ironclad case, that the GOP Senate ... will be convinced of the path that we have to

take as a country." 

 

Amash says 'a lot of' GOP agree Trump should be impeached.
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⚖MuellerSpeaks8⚖ 

 

Christy: “[Mueller] definitely contradicts what the AG said when he summarized

Mueller’s report" 

 

Bannon described Trump Org as ‘criminal enterprise’, Michael Wolff book claims 

 

Bannon says financial investigations will take down president
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⚖MuellerSpeaks9⚖ 

 

“Andrew Miller, an associate of Roger Stone, has agreed to testify to a Mueller grand

jury at 9:30 am this Friday. 

 

This was minutes after Mueller made his public statement” 

 

LA passed an abortion ban. Its DEM governor plans to defy his party and sign it

⚖MuellerSpeaks10⚖ 

 

FoxNews anchor Bret Baier: Mueller’s stmt on obstruction is ‘the exact opposite’ of

Bill Barr’s spin 

 

WH announces trilateral meeting of NatSec Advisors from the US (Kush) Israel, &

Russia to be held in Jerusalem in June. "To discuss regional security."🙄
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⚖MuellerSpeaks11⚖ 

 

Christopher Steele, a former Russia expert for the British spy agency MI6, will not

answer questions from prosecutor John Durham, named by Barr to examine the

origins of the investigations into Trump and his campaign team. 

 

#TrumpRussiaOrigin2015
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⚖MuellerSpeaks12⚖ 

 

Nigel Farage has done more than any politician in a generation to yank British

politics to the hard, nationalist right.  

 

He is one of the most dangerous demagogues Britain has ever seen. 

 

Farage is the Gordon Gekko of British politics. 

 

Brexit= TrumpCampaign

⚖MuellerSpeaks13⚖ 

 

Boris Johnson, the front-runner to replace Prime Minister Theresa May of Britain,

was ordered on Wednesday to appear in court for a preliminary hearing over

allegations that he lied to the public during the 2016 Brexit referendum.
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⚖MuellerSpeaks14⚖ 

 

“Trump knows Russia helped him in the elex. He accepted it willingly. Is there any

possibility that Trump is thinking maybe NK, which has a history of cyber attacking

Sony & other corporations in America, somehow will help him win the election in

2020,”

⚖MuellerSpeaks15⚖ 

 

Trump is making alliances with the most vicious, murderous dictators in the world, &

NK’s cyber forces have been very effective…” 

 

Johnston went on to say that Trump clearly is searching for help because he knows he

won’t win the popular vote in 2020.
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⚖MuellerSpeaks16⚖ 

 

Oregon schools will be required to teach about the Holocaust. 

 

Trump campaign, Mar-a-Lago, hit with federal subpeonas. Feds want to know more

about Cindy Yang, the Chinese massage parlor owner's role in Trump fundraising. 

#PimpPOTUS

⚖MuellerSpeaks17⚖ 

 

The Treasury Dep’t said it reviewed the policies of an expanded set of 21 major US

trading partners & found that nine required close attention due to currency practices: 

 

China, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, South Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, & Vietnam.
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⚖MuellerSpeaks18⚖ 

 

China saber rattling: 

 

“US crackdown on Chinese companies including Huawei is no longer like a trade war.

The US is shifting from protecting its interests to destroying China. China is mulling

qualitative change in countermeasures.”
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⚖MuellerSpeaks19⚖ 

 

China has been signalling that it may restrict the export of rare earth minerals to the

US as the trade conflict between the 2 countries escalates. 

 

Netanyahu's wife has reportedly agreed a plea deal with prosecutors over allegations

she misused state funds.

⚖MuellerSpeaks20⚖ 

 

Israel to Hold New Elections After Netanyahu Fails to Form Government  

 

A fresh vote is unprecedented, with all previous Israeli parliamentary elections since

Israel’s founding in 1948 leading to the formation of a government

0:00

⚖MuellerSpeaks21⚖ 
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Canada Introduces Legislation to Ratify N Am Trade Pact  

 

Move comes shortly after the U.S. lifted tariffs on Canada’s steel and aluminum

exports 

 

Microsoft Discusses The Ethics Of Artificial Intelligence 

 

Papua New Guinea PM Peter O'Neill formally resigns

⚖MuellerSpeaks22⚖ 

 

The Kremlin’s Strategy for the 2020 U.S. Election: Secure the Base, Split the

Opposition 

 

Boeing’s 737 MAX could be grounded for at least another two months  

 

U.S. service members seen wearing MAGA-inspired patches at Trump speech may

have violated DOD rules

⚖MuellerSpeaks23⚖ 

 

Mexico Seeks to Arrest Ex-Pemex CEO Amid Corruption Probe 

Government seeking arrest of Lozoya: State news agency 
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AHMSA chairman Ancira arrested in Spain, company confirms 

 

Immigration Detention Center Employees Indicted for Bribery

⚖MuellerSpeaks24⚖ 

 

NRATV’s Ad Agency Cutting Ties With Gun Rights Group After Ugly Legal Fight 

 

Kushner, Brian Hook & Jason Greenblatt are visiting Morocco, Jordan & Israel to

promote economic aspects of a peace plan between Israel and Arab states. 

 

#SureJan
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⚖MuellerSpeaks25⚖ 

 

Canadian Parliament issue summons  

 

For the second time in less than a year, Facebook’s Zuckerberg declined to appear

before an international committee of lawmakers from nearly a dozen countries who

are investigating privacy, big data & democracy.

⚖MuellerSpeaks26⚖ 

 

Netflix CEO Donated To Missouri GOP Lawmakers Who Backed Abortion Ban 

 

Luxury superyacht lost at sea after falling off cargo ship 

 

Citing ‘serious concerns’, cmte calls for re-opening of Nemtsov murder inv’n. 

 

Shanahan breaks with Trump over NK missile test
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Mueller’s statement highlights key differences with Barr on investigation of President

Trump 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/muellers-statement-highlights…

Mueller’s Statement 

Julia Macfarlane
@juliamacfarlane

Mueller: I am speaking out today because our investigation is 
complete. The Attorney General has made our report largely 
public, we're closing the Special Counsel's office and I am 
resigning from the DOJ to return to private life.

46 3:01 PM - May 29, 2019

21 people are talking about this

🎥Mueller Remarks:🎥 

ABC News
@ABC

Special counsel Robert Mueller breaks his silence following 
nearly two years of investigation into Russian interference. 
Watch his full remarks: abcn.ws/2I6rvE6

4,037 3:57 PM - May 29, 2019

2,870 people are talking about this

Nigel Farage has done more than any politician in a generation to yank British

politics to the hard, nationalist right.  
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He is one of the most dangerous demagogues Britain has ever seen. 

Opinion | Nigel Farage Is the Most Dangerous Man in Britain
He’s the most effective demagogue in a generation. Now he sets the agenda.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/28/opinion/nigel-farage-brexit.html

Fox News anchor Bret Baier: Mueller’s statement on obstruction is ‘the exact

opposite’ of Bill Barr’s spin 

Fox News anchor Bret Baier: Mueller’s statement on obstruction is ‘th…
Fox News anchor Bret Baier noted on Wednesday that a statement made by
special counsel Robert Mueller appeared to be the "exact opposite" of spin that
Attorney General William Barr put on the Russia …

https://www.rawstory.com/2019/05/fox-news-anchor-bret-baier-muellers-statement-on-…

Trump campaign, Mar-a-Lago, hit with federal subpeonas. Feds want to know more

about Cindy Yang, the Chinese massage parlor owner's role in Trump fundraising 

https://account.miamiherald.com/static/paywall/stop?resume=230946518

Israel to Hold New Elections After Netanyahu Fails to Form Government  

 

A fresh vote is unprecedented, with all previous Israeli parliamentary elections since

Israel’s founding in 1948 leading to the formation of a government 
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Israel to Hold New Elections After Netanyahu Fails to Form Government
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s political future entered a treacherous new
chapter Wednesday after he couldn’t form a coalition government and Israel’s
parliament voted to dissolve and call new e…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/israel-to-hold-new-elections-after-netanyahu-fails-to-form-…

How does impeachment work? Here is the step-by-step process 

How does impeachment work? Here is the step-by-step process

How does impeachment work? Here is the step-by-step process

https://www.ajc.com/news/national/how-does-impeachment-work-here-the-step-step-pr…

The shorter version of Mueller’s statement 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/05/29/shorter-version-muellers-statem…

Indicting a President Is Not Foreclosed: The Complex History 

Indicting a President Is Not Foreclosed: The Complex History
A review of the half-dozen times that the executive branch has addressed the
question of whether a president can be prosecuted, indicted or included as an
unindicted co-conspirator.

https://www.lawfareblog.com/indicting-president-not-foreclosed-complex-history

Speaker Pelosi 
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Kyle Griffin
@kylegriffin1

Nancy Pelosi at the Commonwealth Club: "Nothing is off the 
table, but we do want to make such a compelling case, such an 
ironclad case, that the Republican Senate ... will be convinced of 
the path that we have to take as a country."

6,731 7:20 PM - May 29, 2019

3,247 people are talking about this

Boris Johnson, the front-runner to replace Prime Minister Theresa May of Britain,

was ordered on Wednesday to appear in court for a preliminary hearing over

allegations that he lied to the public during the 2016 Brexit referendum. 

Boris Johnson Is Summoned to Court Over Brexit Claims
The former foreign secretary is accused of lying during the Brexit campaign by
inferring that Britain paid 350 million pounds every week to the European Union.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/29/world/europe/boris-johnson-brexit-court.html

‼ Read This folks‼  

 

Adam Schiff Puts Barr On Hot Seat And Delivers A Chilling Message To Trump 

Adam Schiff Puts Barr On Hot Seat And Delivers A Chilling Message T…
House Intelligence Committee chairman Rep. Adam Schiff (D-CA) called out
Attorney General Barr and warned Trump that he will be held accountable.

https://www.politicususa.com/2019/05/29/adam-schiff-barr-trump.html

Bannon described Trump Organization as ‘criminal enterprise’, Michael Wolff book

claims 

Former White House adviser says financial investigations will take down president in

sequel to Fire and Fury 
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Bannon described Trump Organization as 'criminal enterprise', Michae…
Former White House adviser says financial investigations will take down president
in sequel to Fire and Fury

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/may/28/bannon-trump-organization-crimin…

Christopher Steele, a former Russia expert for the British spy agency MI6, will not

answer questions from prosecutor John Durham, named by Barr to examine the

origins of the investigations into Trump and his campaign team. 

 

#TrumpRussiaOrigin2015  

British ex-spy will not talk to U.S. prosecutor examining Trump...
The former British spy who produced a dossier describing alleged links between
Donald Trump and Russia will not cooperate with a prosecutor assigned by U.S.
Attorney General William Barr to review ho…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-steele-idUSKCN1SY20K

🏵Rep. Nadler🏵 

 

Frank Thorp V
@frankthorp

Replying to @frankthorp @RepJerryNadler

H i th FULL @R J N dl t t H d t h t
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Here is the FULL @RepJerryNadler stmt. He does not say what 
he plans to do next with his request for Mueller to testify:

415 3:36 PM - May 29, 2019

226 people are talking about this

🏵Excellent Thread🏵 

Louise Mensch
@LouiseMensch

Thread: Mueller’s press conference gave the lie to Barr’s 
statements about the SCO not being bound by DOJ policy. It was 
very bad for Trump and Bill Barr. It presages both future 
prosecutions of Trump and of the AG. It blames Russia, and, 
crucially, it blames Wikileaks.

1,925 4:56 PM - May 29, 2019
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‼ Tick Tock‼  

 

Netanyahu’s decade-long rule in doubt as coalition talks falter  

Netanyahu's decade-long rule in doubt as coalition talks falter
Israeli PM has until midnight to form government but no breakthrough in sight

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/may/29/benjamin-netanyahu-facing-end-dec…

#CountryOverParty 

 

#Heroes 
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Tami (Justice Time) Matthews
@geekgirlden

It's time for the heroes of the @GOP -- the people who think 
Trump is a ding dong thread. They've bravely stood against their 
party. #CountryOverParty #Hero 
 
Thank you for being the heroes we need from the @GOP.

21 2:01 AM - May 30, 2019

See Tami (Justice Time) Matthews's other Tweets

Pelosi Statement on Special Counsel Mueller’s Press Statement Reiterating the

President’s Obstruction 

Pelosi Statement on Special Counsel Mueller’s Press Statement Reiter…
“It is with the greatest respect for Special Counsel Robert Mueller and the deepest
disappointment in the Department of Justice holding the President above the law,
that I thank Special Counsel Muell…

https://www.speaker.gov/newsroom/52919/

Andrew Miller 

Katelyn Polantz
@kpolantz

NEW FROM COURT TODAY: Andrew Miller, an associate of 
Roger Stone, has agreed to testify to a grand jury used by 
Mueller at 9:30 am this Friday, his attorney and Mueller 
prosecutor Aaron Zelinsky said at a hearing today.  
This was minutes after Mueller made his public statement.

5,404 4:10 PM - May 29, 2019

2,522 people are talking about this

Justin Amash says 'a lot of' Republican lawmakers agree with him that Trump should

be impeached but won't say it publicly 
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Justin Amash says 'a lot of' Republican lawmakers agree with him that…
He also accused AG William Barr of deliberately misrepresenting Mueller's findings
and of trying to "sell the president's false narrative."

https://www.businessinsider.com/justin-amash-republicans-agree-impeachment-muelle…
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RubyWorms
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Replying to @mtnmady

Thank you! Busy these days!!!
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The Kremlin’s Strategy for the 2020 U.S. Election: Secure the Base, Split the

Opposition 

 

Democrats vs Progressives is an op. 

Moderate vs SocialistDems🌹is an op 
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The Kremlin’s Strategy for the 2020 U.S. Election: Secure the Base, Spl…
Americans may be on to the Kremlin’s tricks now, but Putin is getting a helping
hand this time around: Conservative media and even the White House are
spreading disinfo for him.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-kremlins-strategy-for-the-2020-us-election-secure-t…

🌶SpicyFiles🌶 

 

Manning Assange WikiLeaks - EDVA Volume 1 

 

Manning + Assange + Lamo = Oh God.. 

National Security Damaged 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/2019/05/29/oregon-schools-will-be-require…

China has been signalling that it may restrict the export of rare earth minerals to the

United States as the trade conflict between the two countries escalates. 

China's precious metals the US can't do without
There is speculation that China might restrict rare earth minerals to the US. What
could the impact be?

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-48366074

China says it will not be bullied into submission: China Daily editorial 

 

H/T @911Corlebra777 

http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/201905/29/WS5cee8311a3104842260be891.html

Citing ‘serious concerns’, committee calls for re-opening of Nemtsov murder

investigation 

http://www.assembly.coe.int/nw/xml/News/News-View-EN.asp?

newsid=7503&lang=2&cat=5

Microsoft President Brad Smith Discusses The Ethics Of Artificial Intelligence 
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Microsoft President Brad Smith Discusses The Ethics Of Artificial Intel…
NPR's Audie Cornish talks with Microsoft President Brad Smith about why he
thinks the government should regulate artificial intelligence, especially facial
recognition technology.

https://www.npr.org/2019/05/20/725139678/microsoft-president-brad-smith-discusses-t…
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Tami (Justice Time) Matthews
@geekgirlden

Replying to @geekgirlden

Facebook. They've violate their own TOS. They sell your data to 
the highest bidder. They refuse to act on disinfo (despite 
peddling info). They've been involved in not just the US election 
issues, but debacles worldwide. They've had data breaches, too. 
theguardian.com/technology/201…
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Facebook leaves fake Nancy Pelosi video on site
Footage of House Speaker deliberately slowed down to make her
appear drunk or ill
theguardian.com

“Trump knows Russia helped him in the elex. He accepted it willingly. Is there any

possibility that Trump is thinking maybe NK, which has a history of cyber attacking

Sony & other corporations in America, somehow will help him win the election in

2020,”  
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Trump biographer reveals revolting motivation for Trump to be cozyin…
Biographer and Pulitzer Prize winner David Cay Johnston revealed that President
Donald Trump might be cozying up to North Korea because they have a history of
hacking American companies. Johnston spo…

https://www.rawstory.com/2019/05/trump-biographer-reveals-revolting-motivation-for-tr…

The Treasury Dep’t said it reviewed the policies of an expanded set of 21 major US

trading partners & found that nine required close attention due to currency practices: 

 

China, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, South Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, and

Vietnam. 

US Treasury Says 9 Trade Partners Deserve Scrutiny Over Currency Pr…
Trump has imposed tariffs on $200 billion worth of Chinese imports and begun the
process of imposing tariffs on another $300 billion in Chinese goods

https://www.voanews.com/a/treasury-comments-on-trade-tariffs-/4936806.html

Mexico Seeks to Arrest Ex-Pemex CEO Amid Corruption Probe 

 

Government seeking arrest of Lozoya: State news agency 

 

AHMSA chairman Ancira arrested in Spain, company confirms 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-28/amlo-s-first-big-

corruption-probe-focuses-on-former-pemex-ceo

Canadian Parliament issue summons  

 

For the second time in less than a year, Facebook’s Zuckerberg declined to appear

before an international committee of lawmakers from nearly a dozen countries who

are investigating privacy, big data & democracy.  

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/canadian-lawmakers-irritated-by-zuckerbergs-s…

“US crackdown on Chinese companies including Huawei is no longer like a trade war.

Th US i hifti f t ti it i t t t d t i Chi Chi i lli
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The US is shifting from protecting its interests to destroying China. China is mulling

qualitative change in countermeasures.” 

Hu Xijin 胡锡进
@HuXijin GT

US crackdown on Chinese companies including Huawei is no 
longer like a trade war. The US is shifting from protecting its 
interests to destroying China. It increasingly resembles air 
striking Chinese high-tech companies. China is mulling 
qualitative change in countermeasures.
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Netflix CEO Donated To Missouri GOP Lawmakers Who Backed Abortion Ban 

Though the streaming giant came out against Georgia’s abortion law, CEO Reed

Hastings contributed to lawmakers who voted for a similar law in Missouri. 

Netflix CEO Donated To Missouri GOP Lawmakers Who Backed Aborti…
Though the streaming giant came out against Georgia’s abortion law, CEO Reed
Hastings contributed to lawmakers who voted for a similar law in Missouri.

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/reed-hastings-netflix-abortion-ban-donation-missouri_n…

‼ OBG‼  

 

A Brief History of Clarence Thomas' Ethical Entanglements 

Yet another conflict of interest has been called into question 

 

JUN 19, 2011 

A Brief History of Clarence Thomas' Ethical Entanglements
Yet another conflict of interest has been called into question

https://www.theatlantic.com/national/archive/2011/06/clarence-thomas-ethics-violations…
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U.S. service members seen wearing MAGA-inspired patches at Trump speech may

have violated DOD rules 

U.S. service members seen wearing MAGA-inspired patches at Trump …
The patches could fall under the DoD's strict guidelines against showing
partisanship

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/u-s-service-members-seen-with-maga-patches-on-ju…

Papua New Guinea PM Peter O'Neill formally resigns 

Papua New Guinea PM Peter O'Neill formally resigns
Amid months-long political crisis, veteran politician tells MPs he tendered letter of
resignation to governor general.

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/05/papua-guinea-pm-peter-formally-resigns-190…

Luxury superyacht lost at sea after falling off cargo ship 

Superyacht lost at sea after falling off cargo ship
A luxury superyacht owned by an Italian billionaire was lost at sea after it slipped
from a cargo ship into the Mediterranean

https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/superyacht-lost-sea-cargo-intl-scli/index.html

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 
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Justice is Served
@pleasesaveour

#PAM #PAMFAM lancasteronline.com/news/local/lan…
10 1:46 PM - May 29, 2019

See Justice is Served's other Tweets

Lancaster County man rescues eagle injured on Route 30 near…
A Gordonville man said he had no fears rescuing an injured bald
eagle on the Route 30 bypass near Downingtown Saturday
lancasteronline.com

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

ScubaVal Sarasota
@MajikaZulJin

So uplifting! #PamFam @karolcummins 
twitter.com/nbc/status/113…

NBC Entertainment @nbc
The first #GoldenBuzzer of the season and @itsgabrielleu's first 
Golden Buzzer EVER!  
 
Kodi Lee is a STAR. 
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🔶#PreRaphaelites🔶 

 

Time to indulge the senses and enjoy some #PAM #PAMFAM 

 

 

 

🧡🌟🌿🌟🧡🌟🌿🌟🧡🌟 

 

#PAM #PAMFAM

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

#PreRaphaelites  
 
The Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood is a group of young British 
painters organized in 1848, in reaction against what they thought 
to be the unimaginative & artificial historical painting of the Royal 
Academy  
 
Dante Gabriel Rossetti 
La Ghirlandata#PAM #PAMFAM
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🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Whoa! Historic day.... 

 

There is a lot to digest in tonight’s news.  

 

Take time to read & share with your friends & family. 

 

Mueller made it clear RU went to extensive lengths to interfere with the 2016 elex to

hurt HRC & help Trump & Trump welcomed those efforts.
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@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  

 

#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

May 28, 2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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